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ABSTRACT: The ultrafast spectroscopy of single domains of
polycrystalline films of TIPS-pentacene, a small-molecule organic
semiconductor of interest in electronic and photovoltaic
applications, is investigated using transient absorption micros-
copy. Individual domains are distinguished by their different
polarization-dependent linear and nonlinear optical responses. As
compared to bulk measurements, we show that the nonlinear
response within a given domain can be tied more concretely to
specific physical processes that transfer exciton populations
between specified electronic states. By use of this approach and a
simple kinetic model, the signatures of singlet fission as well as
vibrational relaxation of the initially excited singlet state are
identified. As such, observing exciton dynamics within and comparing exciton dynamics between different TIPS-pentacene
domains reveal the relationship between photophysics and film morphology needed to improve device performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaic devices using organic semiconductors are
particularly attractive as a solution for our increasing energy
needs, as their material properties can be chemically tuned, and
they are amenable to high-throughput production.1−5 However,
the efficiency of organic photovoltaics (OPVs) is still low: the
highest reported power conversion efficiency for a single
junction organic solar cell is around 9%.6 In order to
understand and improve the efficiency of these devices, we
must understand the fate of the photogenerated exciton. The
steps in OPV device function are photogeneration of excitons,
exciton migration to a donor−acceptor interface, charge
separation, and migration of the charges to an electrode. The
fate of the exciton immediately after photogeneration can be
monitored using pulsed laser techniques such as transient
absorption (TA) spectroscopy,7−13 whereby a “pump” pulse
excites the sample, and after a controlled time delay, a “probe”
pulse records the resulting evolution of the exciton.
Many promising organic semiconducting materials tend to

form films with a complex microstructure that can impact
device functionality.14−19 Two major classes of these materials
are polymer-based and small-molecule-based organic semi-
conductors, both of which possess varied microstructures.
Polymer-based films are comparatively disordered, with small
characteristic morphological length scales,20−25 while small-

molecule based films can possess longer-range order.17,26−29

Regular alignment of these small molecules within each domain
enhances exciton and charge diffusion, improving device
performance.26,30 However, a typical TA experiment uses
mirrors or lenses which focus the pump and probe beams to a
100−1000 μm diameter beam waist at the sample position.
When the sample has a microstructure that is smaller than this
length scale, such a TA measurement necessarily averages over
different microstructural features, obscuring the dynamics.
The relationship between excitation dynamics and micro-

structure in organic thin films can be investigated by reducing
the extent of the optical focal spot used to perform a TA
measurementin other words, by performing TA microscopy.
TA microscopy is particularly well-suited to examining small-
molecule thin films because the characteristic length scales over
which order exists can be larger than the optical diffraction
limit, opening up the possibility to interrogate individual
homogeneous domains rather than averaging over a series of
them. A similar approach has previously been realized to
provide a contrast agent with molecular specificity in biological
imaging31−35 and also to understand spatial heterogeneity in
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the excited-state dynamics of inorganic nanostructures,36−43

graphene,44−47 perylene microcrystals,48−50 and OPV polymer
blends.51−55

Films of small-molecule polyacenes, which form crystalline
domains, have been studied since the 1940s as model systems,
without much mention of their potential for practical
usage.56−60 However, their strong π-stacking, absorption in
the visible wavelength region, ability to form well-ordered
molecular crystals, large carrier mobilities, and ability to
undergo singlet fission have recently been identified as being
well suited for use in optoelectronic devices, driving a
resurgence of research activity.10,26,61−68 The properties of
these polyacenes can be tuned by the chemical functionalization
o f t he i r s t r u c tu r e . Fo r e x amp l e , i n 6 , 13 -b i s -
(triisopropylsilylethynyl)-pentacene (TIPS-Pn), shown in
Figure 1a, the bulky side groups allow the molecule to be
soluble in organic solvents for solution processing. They also
change the packing structure of the molecular crystal,
decreasing the π-stacking distance,69−71 leading to an increase
in carrier mobility, and stability in air. Additionally, under
certain conditions, TIPS-Pn can pack in large 100-μm-wide

domains in solution-processed films, while still retaining the
properties of pentacene that make it attractive for use in organic
electronic devices.72,73

Previous TA studies on TIPS-Pn have used excitation spot
sizes greater than 200 μm in diameter, and as such represent
bulk measurements.10,74−76 In this work, by reducing the spot
size area by ∼1000 times to a diameter of 8 μm, we perform TA
microscopy on films of TIPS-Pn, allowing us to interrogate
areas much smaller than the size of a typical domain, providing
insight that is unavailable in bulk TA measurements. Since
there do not appear to be drastic changes in orientation of
TIPS-Pn molecules within our excitation volume, it is possible
to study the effect of varying the incident probe polarization.
This polarization-dependent TA data, unavailable in a bulk
measurement that averages over multiple grains, plays a pivotal
role in determining the origin of the observed exciton
dynamics. It enables us to distinguish three features in the
data that represent the evolution of excited-state populations,
which we assign to ultrafast exciton thermalization, singlet
fission, and exciton recombination. It also enables us to
compare the optical signatures from different domains. These
insights into the relationship between the electronic and the
physical structure of films could aid in better understanding
device performance.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Film Preparation and Characterization. Glass

substrates were sonicated for 10 min in acetone, soapy water,
and then isopropyl alcohol with rinses of that solvent between
each step. During deposition the substrates were placed onto an
aluminum block on top of a hot plate held between 60 and 70
°C. Approximately 40 μL of filtered (0.2 μm pore size) 5 mg/
mL TIPS-Pn in toluene solution was drop cast onto the
substrates and immediately covered with a 100 mm Petri dish
to control the evaporation rate. This yielded 600 nm thick films
with fingerlike domains 50−150 μm wide and multiple
millimeters long (Figure 1b).
Optical profilometry measurements were taken on an ADE

MicroXAM-100 optical profilometer. Crosses were scribed into
the sample to delineate regions of interest and to provide a zero
for the thickness measurements. Linear absorption measure-
ments were taken on a Cary 100 UV−vis spectrophotometer
(Figure 1c). Samples were then mounted face down onto large
rectangular coverslips for TA measurements.

2.2. Transient Absorption Microscopy. TA microscopy
measurements were conducted in a home-built optical
microscope (Figure 2). Briefly, an 80 MHz mode-locked
Ti:sapphire Coherent Mantis oscillator was used to seed a 5
kHz Coherent Legend-Elite regenerative amplifier. This
pumped an optical parametric amplifier (Coherent OPerA
Solo) to produce laser light centered at 700 nm (Figure 1c),
pumping the S0 → S1 transition of TIPS-Pn. The beam was
then split into degenerate pump and probe pulses in a 4:1
intensity ratio that were fed into a 0.4 NA 10X Plan Apo Leica
objective to yield sub-10-μm-diameter spot sizes (fit to 1/e2)
with pulse duration of ∼35 fs (fwhm). As shown in Figure 2,
the collinearly propagating pulses were offset equidistant from
the optical axis of the objective so that they would focus to the
same spot in the sample plane. Energy fluences were set
relatively low to avoid sample photodamage (400 μJ/cm2 for
pump; 100 μJ/cm2 for probe) as confirmed by a power
dependence study (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).
Power was set for the pump and probe beams through separate

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of TIPS-Pn. (b) Linear transmission
image of a TIPS-Pn film. Orange and green spots denote locations
where data is discussed in the text. (c) Bulk linear absorption spectrum
of TIPS-Pn film (black) and spectrum of the pump and probe pulses
(red). (d) Orientation of a TIPS-Pn molecule in a film, where the
plane formed by crystal axes a and b is parallel to the sample plane and
is shown here as parallel to the page.
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waveplate and polarizer combinations. Additionally, probe
polarizations were varied in steps of 15 degrees from 0°−
180° by rotating a second waveplate (Figure 2). After passing
through the sample, the transmitted beams were collected using
an identical objective to the first, and the pump beam was
removed via spatial filtering while the probe signal was focused
onto a Hamamatsu H9306-03 photomultiplier tube (PMT).
The output from the PMT was split and coupled to two lock-in
amplifiers, with one locked to the pump chopping frequency
(500 Hz) to collect the unnormalized TA signal, ΔT, and the
other locked to the laser pulse repetition rate to collect the
probe transmission signal, T. By rastering the sample position
using a computer-controlled Physik Instrumente piezostage,
spatial maps of ΔT/T were generated. Additionally, by toggling
the kinematically mounted mirrors shown in blue in Figure 2,
the beam path could be modified to focus onto a CMOS
camera (Thorlabs DCC1545M) for imaging the beams or
sample.

3. RESULTS

Transient absorption microscopy enables the domain-specific
interrogation of excited-state population evolution, and
operates on the same general principles as bulk TA measure-
ments, with the added enhancement of spatial resolution. TA
operates by focusing two laser pulses, one pump and one probe,
onto the same spatial location on a sample and by varying the
time delay between the arrival of each pulse. The small change
ΔT in the amount of transmitted probe light as a result of
pump excitation is measured as a function of this time delay. It
is thus possible to quantify the excited-state dynamics of the
sample since the change in probe transmission is completely
dependent on the instantaneous population distribution in the
probed sample volume. The TA signal normalized by the
amount of transmitted probe light, referred to as ΔT/T, allows
for global comparisons of data, since this quantity is
proportional to the differential optical density experienced by
the probe as a result of prior pump excitation. This signal can
be positive or negative, depending on whether, when the probe
pulse arrives, the sample is more or less absorptive than it
would be in its ground state. Probe absorption on a transition
between two excited states (excited-state absorption, or ESA) is
negative, while positive signals arise from ground-state
bleaching (GSB) and stimulated emission (SE). Analysis of
the magnitudes of these signal components and of their
evolution in time can yield insight into the population dynamics
and electronic structure of the system.
Implementing TA with spatial resolution permits measure-

ments of the excited-state dynamics specific to a given, smaller
homogeneous region within a heterogeneous sample. While it

is possible that heterogeneity exists below the size of the 8 μm
diameter beam in these experiments, the clear contrast in the
polarization dependence of the resulting signals indicates that
the examined areas are highly anisotropic in their structure,
suggesting a high degree of crystallinity. While smaller
excitation spot sizes can be achieved (by using objectives
with higher numerical aperture or by overfilling the objective
and using different wavelengths for pump and probe), they
increase the data scan time and were not necessary for the
polycrystalline sample studied in this work. Note that the
packing structure of TIPS-Pn molecules in a film deposited on a
substrate is different from that of single crystals formed by
growth in a solvent.69,77 While a bulk TA measurement might
suffice for a single crystal, TA microscopy is needed to measure
individual domains in TIPS-Pn films, which are of practical
relevance for potential devices.
The multiple advantages of using a smaller excitation volume

to probe thin films are demonstrated in Figure 3, which shows
TA microscopy images of the same region of interest of a TIPS-
Pn film as in Figure 1b, each obtained with a fixed pump−probe
time delay τ and fixed laser pulse polarizations. The left-hand
column displays images measured after a very brief 50 fs of time
evolution, and the right-hand column displays images measured
after 500 ps. The pump pulse, tuned to the S0−S1 transition at
the band edge (Figure 1c), generates an excited S1 population
proportional to the projection of the pump field onto the S0−S1
transition dipole moment. As there is only one resonant
transition from the ground state, varying the pump polarization
serves only to vary the size of the excited-state population
prepared in S1. Therefore, we hold the pump polarization fixed,
to initiate the exciton dynamics with the same initial S1
population in all measurements. After a delay, this initially
prepared population can redistribute among various excitonic
states so that the probe pulse may couple additional states (e.g.,
in ESA transitions), instead of only the S0−S1 transition
resonant with the pump pulse. Since each of these transitions
may have different transition dipole moment orientations,
varying the polarization of the probe field while holding the
pump polarization fixed allows us to better decouple the optical
response of the probe from the exciton dynamics.
By considering the various images in Figure 3, it is evident

that TA can furthermore be used as a contrast agent to discern
TIPS-Pn domains. Different combinations of laser pulse
polarizations readily reveal that each domain has its own
well-defined orientation and accompanying transition dipole
moments. Specifically, each panel has been measured with the
pump pulse polarized at 45°, and with the probe polarization
θpr stepped from top to bottom of the figure in 45° increments.
The false color of the images represents the sign and magnitude

Figure 2. Schematic of transient absorption microscope. BS = 50:50 beam splitter, RR = retroreflector, WP = waveplate, Pol = polarizer, obj = 0.4
NA 10× objective. Solid blue lines represent removable mirrors for laser/LED illumination and detecting with PMT/CMOS camera.
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of the TA signal, with positive, red tones indicating that SE or
GSB dominates, and with negative, green and blue tones
indicating progressively stronger ESA. Abrupt changes in color
as a function of position therefore indicate boundaries between
domains, most noticeably the boundary between the large
upper domain and the large lower domain within the imaged
region of the film. (A small region of another domain is also
evident in the top left corner.) For example, the lower domain
has a strong positive (red) TA signal when the probe is
polarized at θpr = 135° and a strong negative TA signal when
the probe is polarized at θpr = 45°. This polarization
dependence is shifted for the upper domain, which has the
strongest positive TA signal at θpr = 90° and a negative TA
signal at θpr = 0°. In contrast, in a bulk TA measurement, where
many domains in various orientations are averaged together,
the signal obtained at each probe polarization would appear
homogeneousit would be an average of all of the
polarization-specific signals that we measure. The entire
multidimensional result of Figure 3 would then be reduced to
two values: a single TA signal value at τ = 50 fs and another at τ
= 500 ps. By reducing the excitation volume in TA microscopy,
we can determine the relationship between the polarization-
dependent TA signal and the relative molecular orientation
within each domain.

The TA signals collected at two particular locations in the
film are presented in more detail in Figure 4. Panels a, c, and e
show data collected from a particular location in the upper
domain, labeled by the orange dot in Figure 1b, while panels b,
d, and f show data collected from a spot in the lower domain,
indicated in Figure 1b in green.
The surfaces in panels a and b show the TA signal as a

function of delay time and probe polarization at these two film
locations. Note that the zero signal level is close to the top of
these plots, indicating that ESA can overall be much stronger
than the SE and GSB contributions to the TA signal. The
different weights of ESA and of SE or GSB depend on which
transitions are coupled most strongly to a given probe
polarization. For example, the transition dipole moments
along the long and short axes of the pentacene in Figure 1d
are roughly orthogonal in the sample plane and correspond
respectively to S1 ESA and to S0−S1 transitions, as elaborated in
the Discussion section. At both locations, a periodic depend-
ence of the TA signal on probe polarization is observed, but the
phases of these oscillations are different, reflecting the different
orientations of the two domains. This is more clearly shown in
panels c and d where the blue curves (filled circles) show slices
of the surfaces in panels a and b, respectively, at τ = 1 ps. While
both curves clearly show the periodic dependence of the TA
signal on probe pulse polarization, the lower domain (green
spot) has a maximal positive TA signal at θpr ∼ 140° while the
upper domain has a maximal positive TA signal at θpr = 90°.
The red curves (unfilled circles) in these same plots show the
polarization dependence of the linear transmission. These
curves are also periodic, but are almost exactly out of phase
with the polarization dependence of their corresponding TA
signals. These polarization trends are common in the films of
TIPS-Pn that we have measured and are useful in determining
which excited states are being populated in the ultrafast
dynamics that follow pump excitation, as discussed in more
detail below.
By inspection of the surfaces of panels a and b in Figure 4,

the population dynamics at the two film locations can be
revealed. Regardless of whether the TA signal is initially
positive or negative, at each probe polarization, ΔT/T initially
decreases and subsequently increases as a function of time.
Then, at later times, the magnitude, |ΔT/T|, decays toward
zero, irrespective of sign. This is more clearly observed in
panels e and f of Figure 4, which show transients at various
polarizations collected respectively at the orange location in the
upper domain and at the green location in the lower domain in
Figure 1b. The black curves in Figure 4e,f show fits of the TA
signal at each polarization, using a triexponential with a
constant offset, y = a1 exp(−x/t1) + a2 exp(−x/t2) + a3
exp(−x/t3) + c. A full set of transients and fits for both film
locations can be found in Figure S1, the fit parameters can be
found in Table S1 and Table S2, and plots of fit parameters as a
function of probe polarization are shown in Figure S2, all in the
Supporting Information. For each of the incident probe
polarizations, the time constants are ∼50 fs, 3 ps, and 250 ps.
As expected, the time constants for the three exponentials do
not show a strong probe polarization dependence because these
time constants are tied to the material-specific evolution of
excited-state population distribution that occurs up to the
instant before probe interrogation. In contrast, the amplitudes
of the three exponentials are dictated by the light−matter
interaction of the probe with the instantaneous population
distribution of the system at each time delay and thereby are

Figure 3. TA images of the TIPS-Pn film shown in Figure 1b at four
probe polarizations (θpr = 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°) and two population
delay times (τ = 50 fs, 500 ps). Arrows indicate the polarization of the
pump and probe pulses (θpump = 45°; pump fluence = 400 μJ/cm2;
probe fluence = 100 μJ/cm2 for all measurements).
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strongly dependent upon probe pulse polarization. In addition
to separating the probe response from the exciton dynamics, a
major utility of probe-polarization-dependent TA measure-
ments is that the results can distinguish between excited-state
population transfer and exciton relaxation to the ground state.
While exciton relaxation results in a signal whose magnitude
decays in time irrespective of sign, the excited-state population
transfer processes result in uniformly increasing or decreasing
ΔT/T over time, irrespective of the probe pulse polarization
and hence irrespective of the initial sign of the signal. This
pattern is only rendered obvious by polarized interrogation at
the single domain level. By contrast, a bulk measurement of
many differently oriented domains would be analogous to the
average of the TA signal at each of the different probe
polarizations, shown in gray circles in Figure 4e,f, which would
not allow the patterns in the exponential amplitudes to assist in
the assignments described in the Discussion section below.
Furthermore, while the magnitudes that we obtain for

exponential components of the transients at the two sample
locations are quite different (Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information), our analysis reveals that their time constants are
similar, and the polarization information enables us to reconcile
the kinetics at the two different spots.

4. DISCUSSION

Our approach of focusing on the exciton dynamics within
individual domains of TIPS-Pn films enables more specific
information to be collected in order to tease out the complex
relationship between the physical structure and the electronic
structure of a film and its dynamics. Below, we focus our
remarks on the time and polarization dependence of the data
described above for the green spot in the lower domain in the
region of interest in Figure 1b. Using this spot as a case study,
we are able to infer which processes can be responsible for the
measured time components, and we are able to construct a
kinetic model that is consistent for both the orange and green

Figure 4. TA signal collected at the (a,c,e) orange and (b,d,f) green locations shown in Figure 1b. (a,b) TA signal as a function of delay time and
probe polarization. (c,d) Dependence of TA signal (blue, filled circles) and probe transmission (red, unfilled circles) on probe polarization, at τ = 1
ps. Lines are interpolations between data points. (e,f) TA signal dynamics collected using various probe polarizations, the average of the data
collected at all polarizations (gray), and fits of each transient to a triexponential. (θpump = 45°; pump fluence = 400 μJ/cm2; probe fluence = 100 μJ/
cm2 for all measurements).
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spots, even though they are in different domains. Together, our
analysis and modeling provide insight into structure−function
relationships in TIPS-Pn films that would be far more difficult
to achieve through bulk measurement alone.
Before proceeding to characterize the data, it is necessary to

understand the geometry of pertinent transition dipole
moments with respect to the TIPS-Pn crystal structure and
orientation in order to identify populated excited states that can
contribute to ESA. Since ESA is stronger than GSB and/or SE
in this sample, when the TA signal is maximally positive, the
probe field likely has the weakest coupling to any ESA
transitions. As shown in both panels c and d of Figure 4, the
polarization that results in the strongest positive TA signal
(blue peak) closely corresponds to the polarization with the
smallest linear transmission (red trough), or the highest linear
absorption. Thus, we observe that when the field is optimally
coupled to the transition dipole moment of the initial pump
excitation transition, S0 → S1, any ESA contributions are
minimized due to weaker coupling. Additionally, the maximum
ESA signal occurs at a probe polarization that is orthogonal to
the pump’s maximum absorption. We deduce that the
transition dipole moments for these two transitions, S0 → S1
and S1 → Sn (for some higher-lying singlet state, Sn), are likely
orthogonal to one another when projected onto the sample
plane.
The common orientation of a TIPS-Pn molecule within a

film with respect to the substrate, as measured by X-ray
diffraction,77 is illustrated in Figure 1d, where the molecule has
been rotated such that the a−b plane of the crystal, which is
parallel to the substrate, is in the plane of the page. Thus, the
axes shown in Figure 1d are projections onto the sample plane.
It is well-known that the transition dipole moment between the
ground state and S1 is aligned along the short, or transverse,
axis of the pentacene core of TIPS-Pn78 (Figure 1d). From our
observations, it is likely that the transition from S1 to a higher
energy Sn state has a transition dipole aligned along the long, or
longitudinal, axis of the pentacene core. Based on the reported
crystal structure of TIPS-Pn films,77 the projections of the
transverse and longitudinal axes of the TIPS-Pn molecule
should be close to orthogonal in our microscope sample plane,
as illustrated in Figure 1d. Minor variations in this packing
structure would result in changes in the angle between these
two projected transition dipoles, resulting in TA and trans-
mission polarization dependence curves that do not exhibit the
near-perfect anticorrelation shown in Figure 4d. We have
measured a smaller subset of domains for which the
dependence of the TA signal on probe polarization deviates
to an even greater extent than the example shown in Figure 4d,
implying that some regions of the film may have very different
orientations, crystal textures, or overlapping domains. Never-
theless, we restrict our in-depth analysis to the representative
data presented in Figure 4 and use the polarization dependence
of T and ΔT/T to inform our assignment of the time
components obtained from these data.
Three distinguishable exponential time components com-

prise the TA signal collected at both orange and green locations
and at all measured polarizations: an ultrafast (∼50 fs)
exponential component with positive amplitude, a ∼3 ps
component with negative amplitude, and a slower ∼250 ps
decay toward zero that can have either positive or negative
amplitude, depending on the probe pulse polarization (see
Table S1 in the Supporting Information). While the
comparison of these triexponential results to those of a bulk

TA study of TIPS-Pn films10 is made difficult by differing pump
and probe wavelengths, by the longer instrument response
function (150 fs) used in the bulk study, and by the smaller
time range (850 ps) of the current work, we compare our
findings to bulk TA measurements below. A previous
fluorescence lifetime study of TIPS-Pn films had a time
resolution of ∼200 ps, and thus would be unable to resolve
even the ∼250 ps decay component reported here.79

We assign the slow ∼250 ps component that can be either
positive or negative in amplitude to exciton recombination
because it indicates that the excited-state population is simply
being reduced during the evolution of the system. Note that
this ∼250 ps process has a fundamentally different polarization-
dependent behavior than the behavior of the two faster 50 fs
and 3 ps exponential time components, whose amplitudes
remain consistently positive and negative, respectively,
irrespective of probe polarization. These distinguishing
characteristics form the foundation of our analysis and
interpretation of the processes dictating population evolution
at short times.
Consider first the fastest, ∼50 fs component. The data that

we present here are the first to report dynamics on this time
scale in TIPS-Pn, as previous studies have had a longer
instrument response function (150 fs). As discussed above, the
decrease in the TA signal indicates an increase in probe
absorption. This suggests that the exciton population evolves
from its initially prepared state to a different state which has a
stronger ESA or a weaker bleach than the initial state, with a
time constant of ∼50 fs. There are a number of possible states
that could become populated on an ultrafast time scalein
particular, a vibrationally relaxed, or “thermalized,” S1 state
from which recombination could occur, a charge-separated
state, or a higher-energy excitonic state as a result of singlet−
singlet annihilation.80,81

Curves showing the dependence of the TA signal on probe
polarization, similar to those in Figure 4c,d, were plotted at a
series of different delay times. Each curve was fit to a cosine-
squared function, reflecting the dipole−field interactions, and
we find that the phase of the polarization dependence does not
change dramatically as a function of delay time (Figure S4 in
the Supporting Information). We observe only a likely
negligible shift of ∼2°. This shows that the physical processes
that occur after the initial pump excitation do not result in a
significant excited population in states that have a substantially
different ESA transition dipole moment orientation than the
absorptive transition dipole moment from the originally excited
S1 state.
In this regard, the simplest and most compelling possibility

for the ultrafast process observed is that after initial excitation
to a “hot” S1 state, there is ultrafast thermalization into a lower
energy S1 state. If the thermalized S1 state has a stronger
transition dipole moment to or resonant transition with a
higher excited state than the hot S1 state, this process could
cause the growth of the negative signal observed. This negative
contribution would be stronger when the probe polarization is
better aligned to the ESA transition dipole, as we observe.
Vibrational relaxation from a hot to thermalized S1 state would
not likely change the orientation of the ESA transition dipole
significantly, which also agrees with our measurements. Since
the polarization dependence of the ESA does not change
dramatically during this ∼50 fs process, it is likely that the
process does not involve two distinct electronic states, as it
would be unlikely that they would have identical ESA transition
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dipole moment orientations. Instead, the process is most simply
explained as a transfer between two vibrational states of the
same electronic state. This kind of relaxation could conceivably
occur with the ultrafast rate constants observed in our
measurements. Additionally, it is unlikely that spin flips
would be able to occur on a time scale as fast as 50 fs,
precluding intersystem crossing to triplet states and further
suggesting that we observe internal conversion or vibrational
relaxation.
Another possibility to explain the 50 fs time component is

the creation of free carriers, either directly from the optical
pump pulse or in a transition from the initially excited S1
state.82−89 Terahertz measurements on TIPS-Pn have shown
that an optical pump can create free carriers within 100 fs.74−76

It is possible that an ultrafast component in our TA signal could
be the result of initially prepared S1 excitons becoming free
carriers. However, ESA from a free carrier would likely have a
transition dipole moment that does not point specifically along
the longitudinal pentacene axis. Instead it might point along the
crystal axis with highest charge mobility. In the case of TIPS-
Pn, this axis is the b axis of the crystal. According to the
reported crystal structure for TIPS-Pn films,77 the projections
of the b axis illustrated in Figure 1d and of the S1 transition
dipole moment are 68° apart. This would not result in the
polarization dependence curves shown in Figure 4c,d. Also, if
the ultrafast 50 fs component were, indeed, indicative that S1
population could convert to free carrier states, one would
expect that the dependence of the TA signal on polarization
would change dramatically within that time scale. This analysis
does not preclude the possibility that free carriers are
generatedit merely notes that free carriers are likely not
the source of the 50 fs component observed in our signal.
At higher energy fluences, singlet−singlet annihilation could

result in the population of a high energy exciton state or charge

separated state.81,80,90 However, power dependence measure-
ments (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information) show
that, at the ∼400 μJ/cm2

fluence used in this work, the TA
signal is still in the linear regime. This precludes singlet−singlet
annihilation from being a significant effect. Of the three main
possibilities considered to explain the 50 fs time component,
thermalization of a hot state, therefore, seems most likely.
Next, consider the possible physical meaning of the ∼3 ps

time component in the TA signal. This exponential component
has a negative amplitude at all polarizations, meaning that the
system has evolved such that after 3 ps there is either more
GSB or more SE or less ESA. Two possible types of states often
considered in similar organic semiconducting films that may
satisfy this criterion are triplet states and trap states. In the solid
state, TIPS-Pn is known to demonstrate singlet fission, whereby
a single singlet excitation converts to a pair of occupied triplet
states, each with approximately half the singlet energy.10,91 The
reported absorption spectrum of the triplet state of TIPS-Pn
films shows that no transition from the triplet state is resonant
with our 700 nm probe pulse.10 Therefore, if the probe
interacts with the system when a triplet state population has
accumulated, the TA signal will reflect less ESA than otherwise.
Furthermore, singlet fission produces two triplets from one
singlet. This increases the corresponding amount of GSB signal.
While less is known about trap states, it is possible that a
trapped exciton is also not resonant with an ESA transition at
700 nm, reducing the amount of ESA signal. Further studies
will be required to determine the nature and significance of
these potential trap states. At present, however, the 3 ps time
component seems most attributable to singlet fission. Although
a direct comparison to the bulk TA study of TIPS-Pn films10 is
not possible owing to the use of different pump and probe
wavelengths, the bulk study did ascribe a 1.0 ps time constant
to the rise of a triplet population formed by singlet fission,

Figure 5. (a) TA signal as a function of time, collected at the “green” spot of Figure 1b at various polarizations and fits to the kinetic model in black.
(b) Kinetic model, which includes four states (thick lines), rate constants (black arrows) and transition dipole moment strengths (dashed gray
arrows). (c) TA signal at τ = 100 fs as a function of polarization, collected at the “green” and “orange” spots of Figure 1b (circles), and fits to the
kinetic model (black lines). (θpump = 45°; pump fluence = 400 μJ/cm2; probe fluence = 100 μJ/cm2 for all measurements.)
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which is slightly faster than the rate reported here. The small
discrepancy may be owing to differing film morphologies or to
the inclusion of TA signals from domain boundaries and film
defects in the bulk measurement.
Based on the above analysis, the simplest explanation of the

exciton dynamics in TIPS-Pn films involves initial excitation to
a “hot” S1 state at 700 nm that leads to ultrafast thermalization,
followed by the possibility of relatively rapid singlet fission and
a much slower time scale exciton recombination. On the basis
of this analysis, we fit transients to the dynamics of a four-level
kinetic model (Figure 5a,b). We included hot and relaxed
singlet excited states, S1

n and S1
0, and a doubly occupied triplet

state, TT, in addition to the ground state, S0. (The energy of a
single triplet excitation is indicated with a dashed line.) These
states are coupled to one another as follows: kth represents the
S1
n → S1

0 thermalization rate, ksf is the rate of singlet fission (S1
0

→ TT), the reverse process of triplet pair annihilation is
included with a rate kta, and finally the rate of internal
conversion from S1

0 to S0 is given by kr. The coupled differential
equations describing the rate laws that govern the population
dynamics of the excited states can be summarized in matrix
form as

=
t
S

KS
d
d

where S = S(t) = [S1
n(t); S1

0(t); TT(t)] is a column vector of the
excited-state populations at a given time t with an initial
condition Si = [1; 0; 0], and K is the matrix of rate constants
coupling the states
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In order to enable the fit to address parameters which are
more physically significant, the equilibrium rate constant for the
rise time of the triplets, kT = ksf + kta, and the energy gap

between the TT and S1
0 state, ΔET = ETT − ES1

0

, are optimized,
while ensuring detailed balance (see Supporting Information
for details).
Solving these coupled differential equations gives the time-

dependent population of each excited state. The TA signal, as a
function of time delay and probe polarization, may then be
calculated as (see Supporting Information for details)
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where SV is the number of ground-state vacancies, and the
amplitudes A0, A1

0, and A1
n include the couplings of the probe

field with the transition dipoles μ0, μ1
0, and μ1

n, respectively. The
first dipole, μ0, is for transitions between S0 and S1

n. This dipole
generates GSB and SE signals. The other two, μ1

0 and μ1
n, are

ESA dipoles, which corresponds to absorption from S1
0 and S1

n,
respectively, to higher lying levels. Absorption from the triplet
state is neglected, as there is no transition from this level that is
resonant with our 700 nm laser pulse.10

A trust-region-reflective algorithm was used to perform a
simultaneous least-squares fit of the simulated signal to the TA
data for the entire set of time points and at a set of 13 probe
polarizations, with [kth, kT, ΔET, kr, A0, A1

0, A1
n] as fitting

parameters, and A0, A1
0, and A1

n obeying the functional form
a + b cos2(θ + c). Data from both positions on the sample
(described previously as the orange and green spots in Figure
1b) were used in a global fitting routine, where both data sets
were fit simultaneously. The fitting parameters for the rate
constants and excited-state dipole moments were independent
for each sample position, with the only constraint being their S0
to S1 transition dipole (μ0). The orientation of μ0 for each
domain is taken from the polarization-dependent transmission
curves in Figure 4c,d. Additionally, the ratio of the amplitude of
this dipole moment can be inferred from the modulation of the
linear transmission. The orientations of A1

0 and A1
n are set to

remain parallel to each other, but are otherwise free to have any
orientation in each domain. The rates and energy splitting have
no dependence on polarization, but are allowed to take
independent values in each domain.
The resulting fit to the transients taken at the green spot is

shown in Figure 5a. Additional polarization traces and the fit to
data from the orange spot are shown in Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information, a table of the resulting rate constants
can be found in Table 1, and the calculated amplitudes A0, A1

0,

and A1
n are shown in Figure S6 in the Supporting Information.

The model finds that the fastest process is thermalization of the
hot S1 excitons with a time constant of t1 = 1/kth ≈ 44 fs, in
excellent agreement with the empirical fit to the data. The
second time scale corresponds to the equilibrium between
singlet and triplet excitons with a time constant of t2 = 1/kT ≈
4.4 ps, also in good agreement with the empirical fit value of ∼3
ps. The third time scale corresponds to internal conversion with
a time constant of t3 = 1/kr ≈ 605 ps. The discrepancy between
t3 and the empirical fit value of ∼250 ps is likely owing to the
fact that the triexponential fit includes an offset, while the
kinetic model does not. Regardless, the fits for both of the spots
examined in the film fit the data well. Note that we find the fit
time scales for physical processes at the orange spot to agree
with those at the green spot in a different domain, even though
the appearance of their transients at any given polarization is
very different. It is likely that these two domains are oriented
similarly with respect to the plane of the substrate, though
rotated azimuthally from one another. This finding indicates
that our drop-cast films likely take on similar domain
orientations to the X-ray crystal structure over much of the
film area.
The fit to the kinetic model also successfully captures

interesting features in the data, and removing any one
parameter significantly impairs the fit. For example, in Figure
5a, the amplitude of the fast component in the traces seems to
decrease for traces with increasingly positive signal, with the
exception of the θpr = 165° trace (purple), which has a larger
amplitude and faster decay than both of the adjacent traces, and
the model captures this result well. The fit accurately captures
the polarization dependence of both data sets, as seen in Figure
5c. Additionally, the orientation of the transition dipoles μ1

0 and

Table 1. Parameters Extracted by Fitting TA Signal to the
Kinetic Model

1/kth
(fs)

1/kT
(ps)

ΔET
(meV)

1/kr
(ps)

A fits

green spot 45 4.2 26 555 Figure S6a Figure S5a,b
orange spot 43 4.7 26 665 Figure S6b Figure S5c,d
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μ1
n were unconstrained in the fit, yet they are found to be

perpendicular to the orientation of μ0 in each domain.
Finally, the model fit also finds that the energetic splitting

between the S1
0 and TT states is 26 meV, with the TT state

slightly higher in energy. While the model fitting places the TT
state higher in energy than the S1

0 state, Ramanan et al.10 find a
larger singlet fission yield that would require the TT state to be
lower in energy than S1

0. This difference could be because of
different sample morphologies probed. It is also possible that
we have underestimated the triplet yield in our simple model by
not including the subsequent correlated triplet separation, TT
→ T + T, which would provide a greater driving force for the
singlet fission process. Regardless, the minimal energy differ-
ence that we obtain indicates that the S1

0 and TT states are
effectively resonant with one another when thermal effects are
taken into account and may provide some insight into the
degree of resonance between the singlet and triplet pair
energies, a property which could be tuned through molecular
functionalization and design.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the ultrafast photophysics
within individual domains of the small-molecule organic
semiconductor TIPS-Pn by focusing laser pulses down to
spot sizes 3 orders of magnitude smaller than in more
traditional bulk transient absorption measurements. We have
used TA signatures as contrast agents to distinguish different
ordered domains within the film, and we have also observed a
strong polarization dependence in the TA signal on account of
the constituent molecules’ anisotropy, which would have been
averaged in bulk measurements. Thus, we have developed a
clear picture of the exciton dynamics occurring in TIPS-Pn
films and a kinetic model that is consistent with our subdomain
measurements and that can be used successfully in multiple
different domains. Our findings suggest that excitation at the
band edge leads to population of a hot singlet excited state that
vibrationally relaxes on a 50 fs time scale. Subsequently, singlet
fission can occur, reaching an equilibrium on a few picoseconds
time scale, with exciton recombination following over hundreds
of picoseconds. The rapid singlet fission rate makes TIPS-Pn an
excellent model system for studying the effects of triplet
generation to boost the quantum efficiency of solar cells. The fit
of our kinetic model to a data set at any given location in the
TIPS-Pn film is constrained far more than would be the case if
we were unable to obtain independent transients for multiple
light polarizations. The fit provides an estimate of the
positioning of the triplet state with respect to the singlet in
this materiala parameter that could be tuned in order to
optimize device efficiency by molecular functionalization and
design.
Though the polarized optical response in different adjacent

domains in TIPS-Pn can appear disparate at first glance, we find
that the differences can often be reconciled by considering
domain orientation. With an understanding of the optical
response in individual adjacent domains, it may now be possible
to pose and answer further questions about the electronic
structure and dynamics at domain boundaries, where significant
exciton or charge trapping may occur. In the future, applying
similar approaches to investigate these interfaces may shed light
on bottlenecks and inefficiencies in organic semiconducting
electronics and photovoltaics. In this vein, we also anticipate
the utility of TA microscopy for examining more complex film

microstructures, perhaps with the possibility of subdiffraction
excitation volumes.
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